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Abstract— To develop and manage reliable software, it is
essential for developers and managers to acquire knowledge for
testing procedures at all stages of software development.
Therefore, the knowledge of software testing is equally essential
for software developers and managers. However, in teaching
software engineering, we often talk about software testing, its
importance and consequence damages with their after effects
generated crisis. By educating software engineering with
embedded software testing components, we can reduce the gap
between what kind of software engineers we produce and what
type of software engineers the real world needs. Thus, in the
current fast growing IT-based world, software testing has
become increasingly important and popular in practice for
improving reliability and hazard free usage of software. This
paper gives emphasize on software testing practice and its
importance. It also facilitates the testing for software practicum
by providing a compiled list of available free open source
software testing tools and programs.
Index Terms— Education, information processing, levels of
testing, reliable and hazard free software, software testing,
testing tools

I. INTRODUCTION

E

VEN a best design cannot guarantee a perfect product
which can assure 100% flawless operation in all
situations and conditions. Thus, all products need though
testing for the embedded components of firmware, hardware
and software. If we analyze the role of software in products
we find that software is a set of information which facilitate
hardware to process and control information. Although since
1950’s computers became extensively used for only for
business applications but in today’s world it is impossible to
run any organization without the aid of computers. This is
because of software systems which have provided a new way
of processing information that is much faster and more
efficient. Therefore, it can be said that software is a most
important component of any product because today none of
the product is complete without embedding software.
Software nonperformance, containing error, creating fault
and leading to failure are critical which may turn into
catastrophic impacts and can potentially cause human loss
and monetary expenses, history is full of such examples.
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The importance of software testing can be adjudged by the
cases of software failures and their consequences by
visualizing the Table 1. The media is full of reports of the of
software failures however, we provide some of the cases in
Table 1. The table also provides the reporting source
references (Ref.) with the aim to let the readers to acquire
the details of these cases.
Table 1 Some reported cases of software failures

Reported
case
Shutdown of the
HartsfieldJackson Atlanta
International
Airport:
April 19, 2006
Loss of
Communication
between the
FAA Air Traffic
Control Center
and Airplanes:
September 14,
2004

Ref.

Impact

[1]

As a result of false alarm due to a
software malfunction, the airport
authorities evacuated the security area
for two hours while searching for the
suspicious device, causing more than
120 flight delays and forcing many
travelers to wait outside the airport.

[2],
[3]

Crash of Air
France
Flight
447
May 31 / June
1, 2009

[4]

Crash of Korean
Air Flight 801
August 5 1997

[5],
[6],
[7]

A bug in a Microsoft system
compounded by human error was
ultimately responsible for the threehour radio breakdown. The controllers
lost contact with the planes when the
main voice communications system
shut down unexpectedly. The outage
disrupted about 600 flights (including
150 cancellations), impacting over
30,000 passengers. Two airplane
accidents almost occurred and
countless lives were in jeopardy.
Partly, due to software error the
aircraft was carrying 216 passengers
and 12 crew members; all of whom are
presumed to be dead. In addition to the
loss of the aircraft itself, Air France
announced that each victim's family
would be paid roughly €17,500 in
initial compensation. This accident
makes it the deadliest disaster for Air
France, surpassing the Air France
Flight 4590 in 2000 that killed 109
people.
Safety critical software usage and
failure resulted air crash of the airplane
of 254 people: 2 pilots, 1 flight
engineer, 14 flight attendants and 237
passengers. In terms of the loss
incurred, of the 254 people on board,
228 were killed, and 23 passengers and
3 flight attendants survived the
accident with serious injuries. The
airplane was destroyed by impact
forces and a post-crash fire. In 2000, a
lawsuit was settled in the amount of
$70,000,000 US dollars on behalf of
54 families.
The crash of flight 965 also teaches us
that one cannot assume that a

Crash
American
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Airlines (AA)
Flight 965
December
20
1995

Power-Outage
across
Northeastern
U.S. and
Southeastern
Canada
August 14, 2003

[9]

Patriot Missile system failure
February
25,
1991

[10]

Explosion
of
Ariane 5 –
Flight 501
June 4, 1996,

[11]

Therac-25
Accidents
Between June
1985
and
January 1987

[12]

EmergencyShutdown of the
Hatch Nuclear
Power Plant
March 7, 2008

[13]
,
[14]
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computer automatically ensures safe
operation; and it is also important for
human users to maintain adequate
situational awareness. The crash
which occurred just five minutes
before its scheduled arrival led to a
total of 159 deaths and completely
destroyed the airplane (a Boeing 757).
This incidence forced us to learn that
unlike physical systems, software is
not prone to wearing out. If a system
fails due to a software fault, any
identical system will also fail to the
same fault. As a result, “redundancy”
(namely, having a backup system
running exactly the same software) is
not a solution for such cases. The
widespread blackouts also resulted in
the shutdown of nuclear power plants
in the states of New York and Ohio,
and air traffic was slowed as flights
into affected airports were halted.
More than 50 million people were
affected and the total cost was $13
billion.
Patriot Missile’s system software bug
at Dhahran, Saudi Arabia failed to
track and intercept an incoming Iraqi
missile (Scud). Subsequently Scud hit
a U.S. Army barracks, killing 28
soldiers and injuring another 98.
The error arose in the active and
backup computers at the same time,
resulting in the shutdown of both, and
subsequent total loss of attitude
control. The impact of the incident was
that 37 seconds after its lift-off, at an
altitude of about 3,500 meters, the
launcher veered off its flight path,
broke up, and exploded. The rocket
had
undergone
a
decade of
development, and the expense is
estimated at $7 billion. The rocket and
cargo were valued at $500 million.
Accidents in safety-critical systems
involved in a computerized radiation
therapy machine called the Therac-25.,
six known accidents involved due to
massive overdoses by the Therac-25
resulted with deaths and serious
injuries.
The main cause of this accident was
the installation of a software upgrade
on a computer, without the knowledge
of its impact on the entire system. As a
result, automated safety systems at the
plant triggered a shutdown. Estimating
a loss based on electricity prices, the
total cost to purchase electricity from
external sources during the 48-hour
shutdown
period
would
be
approximately $5 million. This does
not include other operation-related
costs.

flawless, fail-safe corporate applications is increasing, and as
a result companies are actively seeking opportunities to
improve both software and the organization of testing while
meeting budget constraints. The study concludes with 91%
opinions of the managers recognize that software testing and
quality assurances are the most important IT disciplines
within their companies” [15].
The SQS reports for top ten software failures of the
world for 2011 and 2012 are listed below. The details can be
found in [16], [17].
A. Top software failures of 2011

II. SOFTWARE QUALITY RISK
The summary of an article based on study sponsored by
Software Quality Systems (SQS), which surveyed 309
managers and IT decision-makers in companies across
Europe and North America ranging from 1,000 to over 5,000
employees is presented below.
“Companies around the world currently invest more than
€50 billion annually in applications testing and quality
assurance. The awareness of the commercial added value of
SQU-ITA, FOSSC-Oman, 2013. http://fossc-oman.net

1. Financial services giant fined $25 million for hiding
software glitch that cost investors $217 million. A software
error in the investment model used to manage client assets
resulted in this international financial services giant being
fined.
2. Computer system bugs cause Asian banking facilities’
downtime. Computer system problems at one of Japan’s
largest banks resulted in a nationwide ATM network of more
than 5,600 machines going offline for 24 hours, internet
banking services being shut down for three days, delays in
salary payments worth $1.5 billion into the accounts of
620,000 people and a backlog of more than 1 million
unprocessed payments worth around $9 billion.
3. Cash machine bug benefits customers by giving them
extra money. An Australian bank began giving out large
sums of money from 40 cash machines across one city.
Officials at the company said they were operating in standby mode, so could not identify the account balances of
customers.
4. Leading smart phones suffer an international blackout
- Core and back-up switch failures resulted in network
services across Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Latin
America going down for 3-4 days. The blackouts left
millions without email, web browsing or instant messaging
services and were reportedly due to server problems at one
data centre, in Slough.
5. Bugs in social networking app for tablet just hours
after delayed release, this social networking sites’ longawaited tablet app was already receiving reports about minor
bugs from clicking through to pages via panel icons to
problems posting comments.
6.
22 people wrongly arrested in Australia due to
failures in new NZ $54.5 million courts computer system.
The computer system linking New South Wales courts and
allowing documents to be lodged electronically led to
damages claims for unlawful arrest and malicious
prosecution, after 3,600 defects in the electronic transfer of
data from the courts to the police’s database led to the
wrongful arrest of 22 individuals.
7. 50,500 cars recalled after airbag-related software
glitch. A glitch in the automaker‘s software design and
testing approach, that meant airbags for passengers in the
right rear seat during a crash may not be deployed, resulted
in the recall of 47,401 vehicles in the US and a further 3,099
in Canada and Mexico.
8. Recall of one million cars addresses fire and rollaway
concerns. A Japanese car company was forced to initiate a
worldwide recall of over one million vehicles affected by a
design flaw allowing residue from window cleaners to
accumulate, which can degrade the switch's electrical
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contacts and potentially cause a fire over time. This recall
followed a global 2.5 million recall by the same company
due to design flaws that allowed vehicles to shift out of park
and engine stalls.
9. Telecoms glitch affects 47,000 customers’ meter
readings and costs company NZ $2.7 million. After a
software glitch that resulted in customers hitting their data
limits early, some 47,000 customers, who were overcharged,
were reimbursed by a New Zealand telecoms.
10. Army computer glitches hinder coordinated efforts
in insurgent tracking. An army computing system designed
to share real-time intelligence with troops on the front line
has hindered troops by being unable to perform simple
analytical tasks. The $2.7 billion cloud-based computing
network system runs slowly when multiple users are on the
system at the same time and the system’s search tool made
finding the reports difficult as the information mapping
software was not compatible with the army’s existing search
software.
B. Top Software Failures of 2012
1. Software glitch costs trading firm $440million in 45
minutes. A trading firm’s newly-installed software resulted
in a $440 million loss after it rapidly bought and sold over a
hundred different stocks in 45 minutes using a flawed
software algorithm that bought the shares at market price
then sold at the bid price - instantly losing a few cents on
each trade. The rapid trades pushed the price of the stocks
up, resulting in spectacular losses for the trading firm when
it had to sell the overvalued stocks back into the market at a
lower price.
2. Leading securities markets’ operator of a stock trading
business launching its initial public offering on its own
trading system was forced to withdraw its IPO after an
embarrassing computer glitch caused a serious technical
failure on its own exchange. A system problem occurred as
soon as the exchange tried to open the ticker symbol of the
stock, failing to roll into a continuous trading pattern as it
was supposed to, halting the trading on the stock before it
had even started trading.
3. Stock Exchange IPO trading of social media giant falls
flat. Technology problems affected trading in millions of
shares of a popular social media website, after software
glitches caused a malfunction in the trading system’s design
for processing orders and cancellations, meaning orders
were processed incorrectly, if at all. As many as 30 million
shares worth of trading were affected by the glitch.
4. US elections’ vote glitch sees nomination problems.
Computer problems drew complaints across the US during
the 2012 elections, with numerous problems with voting
machine glitches reported by voters. An example was touch
screen errors automatically changing the vote from one
candidate to another and not allowing voters to reselect or
correct the error.
5. Airline’s software glitch strands travelers for the third
time. For the third time in 2012, a computer glitch wreaked
havoc on thousands of travelers with a US airline, delaying
flights for hours. A glitch in the dispatch system software
resulted in hundreds of delayed flights across the US and
internationally. The two hour outage held up 636 of the
5,679 scheduled flights and resulted in 10 flights being
cancelled altogether.
SQU-ITA, FOSSC-Oman, 2013. http://fossc-oman.net

6. Security staff shortage at international sports event. An
internal computer systems problem resulted in
miscalculation of the number of security staff required to
support an international sports event this summer. This
internal staff roster glitch resulted in members of the armed
forces being drafted in to act as security staff.
7. Teething problems for new revenue service software
system. After upgrading its software and revenue service
system, at an estimated cost of $1.3 billion through 2024, to
promote e-filing of tax returns, the US revenue service saw
delays in handling electronic tax returns, with 85 per cent of
refunds delayed by over more than 23 days.
8. Gambler loses winnings to computer virus. A gambler,
who was under the impression he’d won just over $1 million,
was told by a High Court that, despite his anticipated
windfall showing in the online game he had played, he was
not a millionaire after all. A software error mistakenly
reported his winnings as much higher than they actually were
and, due to this contingency being covered in the game’s
terms and conditions, he could not legally claim his
anticipated prize.
9. Utility customers in the dark over late notice and
incorrect payment charges. An Australian energy company
sent thousands of customers late payment charges for bills
they didn't receive due to a computer glitch, while a
Germany utility company overcharged 94,000 of its
customers due to a computer glitch that incorrectly charged
exit fees, costing the energy supplier $2.24 million in
settlement payouts.
10. Leap Year bugs disrupt banking and healthcare
payment systems. A leading multinational corporation’s
cloud computing service outage, which affected
Governments and consumers, was caused by the additional
day in February this year. The same leap year date bug also
affected an Australian payment system used by the health
industry, resulting in 150,000 customers being prevented
from using private health care cards for medical transactions
for two days.
The study of the cases listed in the above sections reveals
that software failures could easily have been avoided
through an effective quality management strategy identifying
and resolving potential glitches before they appear through
training and knowledge of software testing procedures.
III. SOFTWARE TESTING PROCESS
The importance of testing is obvious, however, yet most
of the concerned people do not do it, or do not do it enough.
The reason behind this tendency is lack of knowledge about
software testing, and its severe and dangerous impact. Also,
associated many other embedded reasons are hindering in
the way of testing such as cost, time, time to market
constraints and non existence of testing solutions. As an
example let us talk about loop testing that focuses on the
validity of the program loop constructs (i.e. simple loops,
concatenated loops, nested loops, unstructured loops),
involves checking to ensure loops start and stop when they
are supposed to (unstructured loops should be redesigned
whenever possible). Consider that there are 1014 possible
paths. If we execute one test per millisecond, it would take
3,170 years to test all the paths. Thus it can be said that if we
try to test too much, the development cost becomes
prohibitive from point of view of expenses and time. On the
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other hand if we test too little, the probability of software
failure increases. Figure 1 describes this scenario.

development and enforcement of the test standards that
testers must meet. Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) designed an entire set of standards for
software and to be followed by the testers. We present a
table (Table 3) as a resource for the software testing
standards
Table 2 Some open and free software testing tools [24] – [41]

Fig. 1 Testing equilibrium

While it is not possible to remove every error even in a
medium scaled software package, but the software engineer
aims to remove errors as many as possible. This error
removal process is carried out by the software engineer early
in the software development cycle. Here it is important to
note that testing can only find errors, it cannot prove that a
program is bug free at the same time we should remember
that test must be planned and designed. Also, we should
accept that software testing is an essentially required an
important discipline and its knowledge must be acquired as a
technical profession.
IV. EDUCATE, TRAIN AND EXPERIENCE
It is important for institutions to produce a future
generation of qualified software engineers who acquired
knowledge, got training and had experience of software
testing. We should produce a software engineer who
understands of all the key factors that might be relevant for a
system, when each is appropriate, and how to evaluate them.
These factors include such as risk, safety, performance,
reliability, ease of use with clarity, ease of flexibility and
modification, hands-on study of real systems and correctness
of functioning [18] – [23]. To provide contribution to this
end we provide some free and open resources in the field of
software testing. The summarized form of the information
[24] – [41] is given in Table 2. For more information we
provide more resource references [42] – [50] to help the
educators.
V. CONCLUSION
Through this paper we wanted to emphasize the need and
importance of knowledge and practice of software testing. In
our opinion we believe that software testing education needs
to be put right away into the early phase of the learning of
introductory programming and computing courses so that it
can benefit students throughout their programming projects
in later courses as well as their future software development
careers. Further, Software engineers should have familiarity
with and adoption of industry test standards from
organizations. They should keep eye on both internal and
external standards. Software engineers must abide by the
SQU-ITA, FOSSC-Oman, 2013. http://fossc-oman.net
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[22]
Table 2 Organization for Software testing standards
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